
Circuit Court, D. Virginia. Dec. 9, 1795.

UNITED STATES V. MUNDELL.

[1 Hughes, 415;1 6 Call, 245.]

CRIMINAL LAW—PROSECUTOR—BAIL—RESISTING OFFICER—CONFLICT OF
LAWS—PENALTIES.

1. It is not necessary that the name of the prosecutor in the courts of the United States should be
written at the foot of the indictment.

2. In indictments for misdemeanors in the courts of the United States, the court, and not the jury,
should assess the fine.

3. When a statute of the United States makes any provision upon a subject within the scope of the
powers of the general government, the state laws upon the same subject cease to operate.

4. The existing statute of a state, applicable to any case at the time of the enactment of the act of
congress, which refers to the laws of the states as rules of decision, must be considered in the
same manner as if the words of the state law had been adopted, and specially re-enacted by the
act of congress.

5. But such statute of the state must be completely applicable to the case, for if there be any part
qualifying and modifying the rest, of which a party cannot have full benefit in the courts of the
United States, this is not a case in which congress have given authority to adopt such jart, since
the whole law is not applicable, as the authority refers to entire law, and not to parts, which
themselves are qualified by other parts, not applicable to the United States.

6. The authority given to the courts of the United States, to regulate the forms of proceedings, when
exercised, is as binding as if it had been a specific part of the court system established by con-
gress.

7. But the authority to demand bail is not of that description, and must depend upon some precise
law.

8. Upon the principles of society, every person is bound, and has virtually agreed, to pay such sums
of money as are charged on him by the sentence, or assessed by the interpretation of the law, and
therefore, whatever the laws order any one to pay, that instantly becomes a debt, which he hath
beforehand contracted to discharge.

9. The nature of the common and statute laws of the state, with alterations made in them by the
Revolution, the Articles of Confederation, and the constitution of the United States, considered.

10. A revolution does not abolish all laws and throw people into a state of nature, therefore the
Declaration of Independence did not totally abrogate all laws subsisting before, but only such as
became inconsistent with the new form of government.

11. The laws of the states in regard to that share of legislative power retained to themselves, re-
mained unaltered by the adoption of the constitution of the United States, and could only be
changed by the states themselves, or by a treaty made within the legitimate objects of the treaty-
making power.

12. The rule in England that the king is not bound by a general law, unless he be specially named,
is confined to cases where he might otherwise be deprived of some personal or legal right, and
not to provisions of general law arising from principles of public policy only.
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13. Where a statute, with regard to process, is directory to the court or the clerk, and not to the
sheriff, the latter is bound to obey the writ as he receives it, but as the indorsement of the true
species of the action upon the writ is required by the act of assembly, that the sheriff may see
whether bail is to be demanded or not, he must be judge himself, and act at his peril.

14. Bail is not requirable in an action of debt for the penalty on a statute.

15. Therefore, where there were two writs of capias ad respondendum against the same defendant,
one for the penalty of a statute, and the other for a duty on stills, and the marshal demanded bail
upon both, which the defendant refused to give, and resisted the
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marshal, who meant to imprison him for want of bail, the resistance was lawful, and therefore an
indictment against the defendant for that cause was not sustainable.

16. For although he was authorized to demand bail for the duty, he could not demand it upon the
writ for penalty, notwithstanding the indorsement by the attorney for the United States.

17. For an indorsement, even by the court itself, unless in cases where they have a discretion, would
not justify the marshal in requiring bail, where the act did not authorize it, because it would be
altogether extrajudicial.

The defendant was indicted under the act of congress of April, 1790, c. 9, § 22 [1 Stat 117], for
resisting the deputy marshal when serving two writs of capias ad respondendum upon him, to
wit, one for eleven dollars and eleven cents for the duty due upon a still; and the other for two
hundred dollars, for penalty alleged to have been incurred under one of the revenue laws of the
United States.

Mr. Wickham, for defendant, moved to quash the indictment, because the name of
the prosecutor was not written at the foot of the indictment according to the directions of
the act of assembly, passed in 1786, which he said ought to govern in this ease, agreeably
to the provisions of the act of congress, adopting the state laws (Sept. 1789, c. 20, § 34 [1
Stat. 92]) as the statutes of the United States, which had made no provision for it.

Mr. Campbell, U. S. Dist. Atty., insisted that the act of assembly was made for a
purpose not applicable to this case, for that was intended to guard against the malice of
individuals, who might attempt to harass each other without just cause, but this was a
prosecution instituted by the attorney as part of his official duty, upon discovering that an
offence had been committed against public justice and the authority of the United States.

The point was saved, and the jury sworn upon the plea of not guilty, when a question
arose whether the jury, if they found the prisoner guilty, should assess the fine agreeable
to the directions of the above-mentioned act of assembly, or should merely declare him
guilty, and leave it to the court to impose the fine.

IREDELL, Circuit Justice. It is extremely clear that it was not necessary, at common
law, that the prosecutor's name should be written at the foot of the indictment; and al-
though the act of assembly requires it to be done, where the prosecution is at the instance
of an individual, for the sake of rendering him liable for cost if he fails, that does not pre-
vent the attorney for the public from preferring an indictment ex officio, or the grand jury
from finding one of their own accord. For, besides the authority which the attorney had
at common law, which is not taken away by the state statute, the act of congress makes it
his duty, if he sees cause, to prosecute, ex officio, “all delinquents for crimes and offences
cognizable under the authority of the United States.” Act Sept. 1789, e. 20, § 35. And
it is incident to the nature of the grand jury, to indict when they receive information of
a crime. The latter was said to be a presentment merely, and not an indictment; but that
is not strictly correct, for the difference between them is this: if the grand jury present
of their own knowledge it is a presentment only; but if on knowledge of others, it is an
indictment. Independent of that, however, the object of the act of assembly was merely
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to provide for costs. But upon that subject congress have acted themselves, and directed
that the informer, if the prosecution fails, shall have the costs, without prescribing that his
name shall be written at the foot of the indictment Act May, 1792, a 36, § 5 [1 Stat 277].
And as the state statutes can be referred to only where the laws of the United States
had not taken up the subject, nor made any provision concerning it, we think that the
indictment ought not to be quashed. And upon similar principles we are equally clear
as to the other point; for the act of assembly is a general provision, applying to all cases,
and leaves the fine indefinite, except that it is to be according to the degrees of the fault
and the estate of the defendant; but the act of congress provides for the very case itself,
and declares the defendant on conviction, “be imprisoned not exceeding twelve months,
and fined not exceeding three hundred dollars.” Act Cong. May, 1790, c. 9, § 22. So that
congress have not only taken up the subject, but have prescribed the limits to the punish-
ment not to be found in the act of assembly, which, consequently does not apply to the
case. The common law practice, therefore, must be adhered to; that is to say, the jury are
to find whether the prisoner be guilty, and if unfortunately that should prove to be the
case, the court must assess the fine. We should gladly have left the unpleasant service to
the jury, but we are not at liberty to do so; for we are not to supply supposed omissions
of congress upon the grounds that they have not gone far enough, or to confer authority
where they have not thought proper to confide it We must administer the law as we find
it, and, under that point of view, we should not be justified in relinquishing a jurisdiction
vested in the court, and which it will be our painful duty to exercise.

Mr. Wickham insisted on the trial, that there was no resistance, for the deputy marshal
had actually served the writ without obstruction; and the resistance was against being
committed for refusing to give bail, which the deputy marshal was not authorized to de-
mand, on the writ for the penalty, but would have been guilty of false imprisonment if he
had committed the defendant upon it, because he refused to give the bail. In support of
which he said that both by
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the common law and state statutes, the defendant was not liable to be held to bail in an
action for a penalty given by a statute. Act Assem. 1788, c. 67, § 27. And as laws of the
United States had made no provision upon the subject, the state laws must prevail.

Mr. Campbell, contra. By the state practice the capias is the first process, and com-
mands the sheriff to take the body, and have it forthcoming, which he must do at his
peril, unless in cases of special exception by some statute, and there is none such here.
Consequently, as the act of congress directs that writs in the courts of the United States
shall be like those of the states in similar cases (Act Cong. Sept. 1789, c. 21, § 2 [1 Stat.
93]), the defendant might have been lawfully held to bail. But some regard ought to be
had to the situation of the officer, for the rule insisted on by the defendant's counsel
would involve him in inextricable difficulties.

Mr. Wickham. At common law the defendant was not liable to be held to bail in
actions of this kind. The original process in actions of debt was a præcipe quod reddat;
which, if the defendant failed to obey, the capias went in consequence of the disobedi-
ence; but that proving tedious, the capias, at length, went in the first instance, upon a
feigned disobedience of the original. That presumption, however, was not made to the
prejudice of the defendant, for bail was dispensed with upon the capias. 3 Bl. Comm.
287. The writs were marked as follows: Upon that for penalty the indorsement is: “For
a penalty under the act of congress of the United States. Appearance “bail required.
Alexander Campbell, Attorney for United States.” And upon that for the duty on the
still the indorsement is in these words: “For duties on still unpaid. Appearance bail re-
quired. Alexander Campbell, Attorney for the United States.” The jury found the de-
fendant guilty; but the verdict was to be subject to the opinion of the court whether the
deputy marshal was authorized to demand bail.

Mr. Campbell. When the sheriff arrests the defendant he must either take bail or com-
mit the prisoner, or an action lies for the escape. 1 Bac. Abr. 205. At common law nothing
but imprisonment would suffice (2 Bolle, Abr. 112); and notwithstanding St. 23 Hen. VI.
c. 9, authorized the sheriff to take bail, yet the plaintiff was not bound to accept the bond,
but might require the body to be produced upon the return day of the writ (1 Vent. 55,
85; 1 Bac. Abr. 205; 1 Salk. 99; St 4 Ann. c. 16, § 20), although the court would, upon
motion, permit the defendant to give common bail (Boh. Inst. Leg. 48; 1 Bac. Abr. 209;
1 Salk. 100; T. Raym. 74; 1 Ld. Raym. 767). The inflexibility of the rule will appear by a
short review of the statutes of bail. By that of 23 Hen. VI. c. 9, the sheriff was authorized
to take reasonable sureties, but if they were not given he was bound to commit. By that
of 13 Car. II. c. 2, § 2, the cause of action was to be inserted in the process, but still bail
was to be demanded; and by that of 12 Geo. I. c. 29, the sum is to be indorsed upon
the writ; but if bail be not given, the sheriff must imprison. 3 Bl. Comm. 287, 288, 290.
So that notwithstanding the capias in practice has long ago become the first process (3 Bl.
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Comm. 282), the rule of the common law continues in force, and therefore the defendant
must in every case give bail or go to prison.

Mr. Wickham. There is no difference between us where the capias was either the first
or second process at common law, for in both the body could always be required, and
the authorities cited by the attorney prove nothing more. But where the capias was not
originally the first” or second process, but became first by fiction of law, there a different
practice obtained, unless the debt was verified, and the defendant was personally bound
to pay it. Now a capias in debt could not issue, in the first instance, at common law; for,
before the statute 25 Edw. III., the original process in that action was a præcipe quod
reddat, and if that was disobeyed, a capias, grounded on the statute, followed (Fitzh. Nat.
Brev. 263; 3 Bl. Comm. 280, 287; 3 Coke, 11; 5 Coke, 89), upon which the body might
be required, as the contempt of the summons showed that a voluntary appearance was
not to be expected. But when the præcipe fell into disuse, and the capias became the first
process under color of an imaginary summons and contempt, the law, according to the
rule in Liford's Case, 11 Coke, 51, that, “in fictione juris semper æquitas existit,” would
not subject the defendant to inconvenience, upon the pretence of disobedience to a writ
which had never issued; and therefore, unless there was a breach of the peace, or the
debt was due from the defendant himself, and verified either by a specialty, some sen-
tence of the law or an affidavit, the defendant was not liable to be committed or bound
to find sureties for his appearance (3 Bl. Comm. 287); which is the reason why execu-
tors, heirs-at-law, and femes covert cannot be held to bail. It is not true, therefore, that
the sheriff must in all cases obey the writ to its literal expression; for, although the cepi
corpus is the proper return, he may add that John Doe and Richard Roe are the bail for
appearance, and if he had done so in the case in 1 Vent. 85, or had pleaded that the writ
was a capias in the first instance, and that John Doe and Richard Roe were appearance
bail, and got leave to amend his return accordingly, he would have been justified. Con-
sequently, as there was neither a breach of the peace, a specialty, or an affidavit in the
present case, the defendant was not bound to give bail or go to prison. But whatever may
be the rule in England, the question is completely settled here by the act of assembly of
1788, c. 67, which says that “in all actions to recover the penalty for breach of any penal
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law not particularly directing special bail to be given,” the sheriff shall “be restrained from
committing the defendant to prison or detaining him in his custody for want of appearance
bail, but shall return the writ executed; and if the defendant shall fail to appear thereto,
there shall be the like proceedings against him only as is directed against defendants and
their appearance bail, where such is taken.” This is decisive, as the act was made before
the act of congress adopting the state laws, passed, and therefore is embraced by it as
effectually as if the very words were inserted in the congressional statute.

Mr. Campbell, in reply. The act of assembly had nothing to do with the case; for penal
laws of a country are local to that country, and therefore those of Virginia, being local
to Virginia, cannot bind the United States. Nor was it intended by congress that they
should; for uniformity of proceeding in all such cases was, and should be, the object The
man of Massachusetts should not, in this respect, be in one condition, and him of Virginia
in another. Cur. adv. vult.

IREDELL, Circuit Justice, after stating the case, proceeded as follows:
The question is, whether, upon two capiases found by the special verdict, bail was

requirable by the marshal. I say upon two, because, if requirable upon the one, and not
upon the other, the marshal ought to have made a distinction, and not demanded bail
generally. It was for this reason the question was reserved as to both, and not as to either
singly. The only one upon which the doubt arises is as to the capias in debt, for two
hundred dollars, indorsed as follows, “for a penalty incurred under an act of the United
States. Appearance bail required.” Signed by the attorney for the United States for the
district of Virginia.

The single question then is, “whether in an action of debt, at the instance of the United
States in this court, for a penalty under an act of congress, the marshal has a right to
require bail of the party.” As the indorsement does not specify under what particular act
of congress the penalty was recoverable, some doubt might have arisen in case there had
been a distinction in any of the acts of congress, the demand of bail being warranted upon
actions for some land of penalties, but not upon actions for others. But, as I believe there
is no such distinction, nor any penalty of a nature similar to any of the exceptions in the
state law, this circumstance may be laid out of the case. If bail is requirable, it must be in
virtue of some law of the United States; the whole of this subject, as is admitted, and is
clear, depending, so far as the United States are concerned, on the authority of their own
legislature. The congress have made some express provisions in regard to bail in criminal
cases. They have made none that I can discover in civil cases.

It is scarcely necessary to stop here to observe that the proceeding in question was
not a proceeding in a criminal case, within the meaning of the provisions of congress, but
was, in truth, a civil suit; though for an act of disobedience for which a criminal prose-
cution might possibly have been commenced, if” the act of congress does not expressly,
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or impliedly, exclude it, a point not material to consider, because the civil suit has, in this
instance, been in fact adopted. A criminal proceeding, unquestionably, can only be by in-
dictment or information. The proceeding in question was neither. There being, therefore,
no express provision of any act of congress on this subject, it is our duty to see if there
be an implied one. The provisions by congress material to be considered for this purpose
are the following: In the act, entitled “An act to establish the judicial courts of the United
States” (passed the first session of the first congress), there is a provision to this effect:
“Sec. 34. That the laws of the-several states, except where the constitution, treaties, or
statutes of the United States shall otherwise require or provide, shall be regarded as rules
of decision, in trials at common-law in the courts of the United States, in cases where they
apply.” The act of the first session of the second congress, entitled “An act for regulating
processes in courts of the United States,” etc., provides: “See. 2. That the forms of writs,
executions, and other process, except their style, and the form and mode of proceeding
in suits in those of common law, shall be the same as are now used in the said courts
respectively, in pursuance of the act, entitled ‘An act to regulate processes in the courts
of the United States,’ in those of equity, and in those of admiralty and maritime jurisdic-
tion, according to the principles, rules, and usages which belong to courts of equity, and
to courts of admiralty respectively, as contradistinguished from courts of common law; ex-
cept so far as may have been provided for by the act to establish the judicial courts of the
United States, subject, however, to such alterations as the supreme court of the United
States shall think proper, from time to time, by rule, to prescribe to any circuit court, or
district court, concerning the same.”

In the first act mentioned (section 17), there is a power given to all the courts of the
United States, “to make and establish all necessary rules for the orderly conducting busi-
ness in said courts, provided such rules are not repugnant to the laws of the United
States.” In an act also of the second session of the second congress (chapter 66), entitled
“An act in addition to the act entitled ‘An act to establish the judicial courts of the United
States,’” there is the following provision: “That it shall be lawful for the several courts,
from time to time, as occasion may require, to make rules and orders for their respective
courts directing the returning of writs and processes, the filing of declarations, and other
pleadings, the taking of rules,
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the entering and making up judgments by default, and other matters in the vacation, and
otherwise, in a manner not repugnant to the laws of the United States, to regulate the
practice of the said courts respectively, as shall be fit and necessary for the advancement
of justice, and especially to that end to prevent delays in proceedings.”

Two different constructions have been contended for by counsel on both sides. One
that, in this case, the law of Virginia alone is to be the rule by which we are to decide
whether bail was demandable or not The other, that some general law must be the rule,
it not being supposable that in a case of this kind congress meant to refer to any local laws
of the particular states, which might be inapplicable in all their circumstances to the cases
of the United States, which, it was contended, was the case expressly in this instance,
the act containing exceptions in no wise applicable to the condition of the United States.
It has, therefore, been insisted upon that in this instance we must be governed by the
general laws of England, which were the original groundwork of our own, detached from
the local laws of Virginia in particular.

Upon the suggestion of these two constructions, the following preliminary observations
occur:

1. That in the formation of laws for a new government, so peculiarly circumstanced as
that of the United States, wherein each state had a separate government of its own for
internal purposes, with a system of laws originally in substance the same, but varying in
a number of particulars, as the different habits and views of thinking of so many uncon-
nected communities would naturally occasion, it would have been very unwise, if at all
practicable, to have suddenly changed their methods of proceeding in all such cases upon
which congress had authority to legislate, in pursuit of a new, untried system of their own,
the consequences and extent of which could not easily be foreseen.

2. That an attempt to establish such a system would, necessarily, have consumed more
time than the exigency required; and any regulation they could have adopted would, in
all human probability, in the end, have been found extremely defective, from an imprac-
ticability which every professional man must be convinced would have existed in making
special provisions of their own, adapted to every possible contingency within the sphere
of their legislative power.

3. That under these circumstances, congress, as a wise and discreet legislature, had
no better resource than in respect to all cases requiring legislative provisions, where they
could not devise a satisfactory special provision of their own, to refer generally to the laws
of the different states, which before the institution of this government had possessed the
whole legislative authority (with very few, if any, exceptions), as well in cases of general
and local concern; and, therefore, might be presumed to have laws adapted to all the sub-
jects recently appropriated to their own cognizance.
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4. That in case of any such reference, we must consider of what nature the existing
laws in each state were at the time of the reference, and whether they are applicable. In
which case they must be considered in the same light as if the words of the act itself had
been adopted and specially re-enacted by the legislative authority of the United States
itself.

5. That this law must be completely applicable; because, if there be any part of the
law qualifying and modifying the rest, of which a party cannot have the full benefit, this is
not a ease in which congress have given any authority to adopt such part, since the whole
law is not applicable, of which alone congress speaks, and to which alone they can be
supposed to refer; otherwise part of the law might be impracticable, which in itself would
be oppressive; but, with the qualifications (inapplicable, and, therefore, rejected), might be
wholesome and beneficial. It would, therefore, be altogether in the nature of a new law,
and, of course, its adoption altogether unwarranted by any authority permitting only the
application of an existing one.

6. That, as an exception from the general principle of a reference to the state laws in
cases not specially provided for by their own, they have given a certain authority to their
courts in regard to the form and method of proceeding, which authority, when exercised
pursuant to the power given, is also equally binding, as if the regulation, accordingly made
by the courts, had been a specific part of the court system established by the legislative
authority itself.

These general principles being premised, let us inquire (1) whether this be a case with-
in the general reference of congress to the laws of the states, or within the power given to
the courts, or which is to be guided by some other law. (2) Whether, under the authority
which is to guide us on the present occasion, bail was, or was-not, demandable in the
instance before us.

In considering the first point, if the court possessed any authority, so far as that has
been exercised, it is certainly in favor of a reference to the state law. But, as to this subject,
I really think, with the counsel for the United States, that the admission or non-admission
of bail is a subject of legislation so important, and in which the liberties of the citizens
are so concerned, that a power merely of directing the practice of the courts cannot justly
be extended to a case of this kind, but it must depend upon some precise law. The same
distinction would serve in respect to the process act, if that applied, which I conceive it
does not; because “suits at common law” certainly mean suits in a court of a common law
jurisdiction, as contrasted with courts of an admiralty and
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maritime or equity jurisdiction, which every one knows are termed civil law courts, and
proceed upon principles different from those which usually govern the courts of common
law, though within their proper sphere recognized and protected by them. We are, there-
fore, to consider if this be a case which comes within the meaning of a reference to the
state law, or is to be guided by some other law.

The words of the section comprehending a reference to the state law are as follows:
“That the laws of the several states, except where the constitution, treaties, or statutes of
the United States shall otherwise require or provide, shall be regarded as rules of deci-
sion in all trials at common law in the courts of the United States in cases where they
apply.” [1 Stat. 92.]

First, it is proper to consider the import of these words, “in all trials at common law.”
Is this a trial at common law? A distinction Is sometimes taken between a suit at common
law and a suit upon a statute, where the latter is grounded upon different principles from
the former, in which ease perhaps it may properly be said that the one is a trial at com-
mon law, the other upon the statute. But it is evident that that cannot be the meaning in
the instance before us, because all “provisions under the constitution, laws, and treaties of
the United States are excepted.” That plainly shows that, in the sense of the legislature,
unless that exception had been made, cases arising upon the constitution, laws, or treaties
of the United States might have been decided, according to the laws of the states, within
the general reference to those laws, “as rules of decision in trials at common law.” It must,
therefore, have some other meaning. What can that meaning be, “but trials in a court of
common law jurisdiction, when exercising that authority,” as contrasted with the courts of
admiralty, and maritime, or equity jurisdiction, which are directed to proceed according
to the principles, rules, and usages which peculiarly belong to them? This brings the ex-
pression exactly to the same sense as the words “common law” are used in the process
act. Thus, in this case, though it be an action on the statute, it is an action of debt, which
is a common law action, and will be tried in a common law manner, and no otherwise
deviates from the common law than that “the ground of the debt is not immemorial,” as
the general principles of common law are.

Neither would a debt contracted by bond by an individual to-day. Yet nobody would
hesitate to call an action of debt, grounded on that bond, a common law action. Indeed,
an action of debt, being an action on contract, could only be upon express or implied con-
tract. Accordingly, Blackstone treats an action of debt of this description upon that very
principle. “From these express contracts the transition is easy to those that are only im-
plied by law, which are such as reason and justice dictate, and which, therefore, the law
presumes that every man has contracted to perform, and, upon this presumption, makes
him answerable “to such persons as suffer by his non-performance. Of this nature, and
first, such as are necessarily implied by the fundamental constitution of government, to
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which every man is a contracting party, and thus it is that every person is bound, and
hath virtually agreed, to pay such sums of money as are charged on him by the sentence,
or assessed by the interpretation' of the law. For it Is a part of the original contract, en-
tered into by all mankind who partake of the benefits of society, to submit in all points
to the municipal constitutions and local ordinances of that state of which each individual
is a member. Whatever, therefore, the laws order any one to pay, that instantly becomes
a debt which he bath beforehand contracted to discharge. On the same principle it is
(of an implied original contract to submit to the rules of the community whereof we are
members) that a forfeiture imposed by the by-laws and private ordinances of a corpora-
tion upon any that belongs to the body, or an amercement set in court left, or court baron,
upon any of the suitors of the court (for otherwise it will not be binding), immediately
create a debt in the eye of the law, and such forfeiture or amercement, if unpaid, work
an injury to the party or parties entitled to receive it, for which the remedy is by action
of debt. The same reason may with equal justice be applied to all penal statutes, that is,
such acts of parliament whereby a forfeiture is inflicted for transgressing the provisions
therein enacted. The party offending is here bound by the fundamental contract of society
to obey the directions of the legislature, and pay the forfeiture incurred to such persons
as the law requires.” 3 Bl. Comm. 159, 160,161.

The truth is, it is sometimes necessary to distinguish between actions of debt at com-
mon law and actions of debt upon a statute, for particular reasons not applicable to the
mode of trial. For instance, it is necessary to show it to be “an action on the statute,”
because otherwise no cause of action will appear, a penalty in the case not existing at
common law, and therefore creating no such contract. But when the cause of action is
shown, the principles of common law pervade the whole of the trial. There may be other
differences arising from particular provisions in a statute, but this is the leading one. But
to open this exposition more fully, and lead directly to the considerations upon which the
construction in question ought to be founded, I will consider the nature of the common
and statute law of this commonwealth as they existed before the Revolution, and then
inquire what alterations were made in either by the Revolution itself, the Articles of Con-
federation, or the present
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constitution of the United States. The detail, if not immediately necessary, has a close
affinity with the present subject, and will not be uninteresting, if the principles can be
traced with any degree of certainty.

It has constantly, I believe, been considered to be law in this state, as in others, that
the common and statute law of England, as they existed in England at the time of the
first settlement of the country, and so far as they were applicable to its situation, were
in force, except in those cases where there was a special law of the Virginia legislature
itself. I need not, at present, take any notice of any qualification to this principle, arising
from any parliamentary right supposed to have existed before the Revolution, in any case
where the then American provinces were specially named in any act of parliament; no
such exercise of power having been attempted, I conceive, upon a subject of this kind.

The laws of Virginia, therefore (so far as our present subject is concerned), consisted
before the Revolution, (1) of the common law; (2) of the statute law. The first compre-
hended all such parts of the common law as were such in England, unaltered by any
statute law, at the time of the first settlement of this country, and applicable to its situ-
ation, and which had not been altered by any act of its own legislature afterwards. The
second comprehended two subjects: (1) The statute law of England as it existed at the
time of the first settlement of this country, and so far as it was applicable. (2) The statute
law of Virginia (as distinguished from the former), consisting of laws specially passed by
the legislature of Virginia. All this body of law was of equal authority, and to be viewed
in the same light, as if the whole had originally existed in Virginia itself, and no part of it
had been adopted from another country, the adoption of it making it completely its own.

Instead of names, therefore, which may serve to confound us, we may more properly
distinguish this body of laws as the common and statute law of Virginia generally, than
speak of any part of it (unless merely to show its origin) as the common and statute law
of England; by which means we may view the latter as it really is, repealable in the very
same manner as any special act of the Virginia assembly, and by no means standing on
any independent footing, which appears to have been the light in which it has been some-
times considered. In the most arbitrary countries, even where the people have no share
in the government, the sacred right of the people to choose their government is so far
respected that the whole origin of power is alleged to be grounded, where they attempt
to reason at all, only upon an implied consent of the people at large. Consequently, every
government, whatever be its form, exercises its trusts for the benefit of the people; and
it is to be considered as having their authority for every act it performs in pursuance of
its constitutional power. In this sense every legitimate act of government is in effect an act
of the people themselves; it emanating from their authority either expressly or impliedly
given. If the people could act in person, no one can doubt that whatever they once enact-
ed as a rule, either of government or law, must remain such until altered by themselves.
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Their inability to act personally necessarily occasions a delegation of their power to others,
but when delegated it is of the very same nature as if exercised by themselves in person.
Therefore, every act of authority by their representatives must remain in being until al-
tered by themselves, or by some future act exercised by persons possessing an equal share
of power. Whence it follows that when the people of this state, by their representatives,
declared their former government dissolved, and established a new constitution; so far as
what they in this respect did was inconsistent with what had been done by their authority
before; a new law was introduced and the old one changed; but every other part of it
remained entire.

By the word “law” in this sense I do not mean law as distinguished from the consti-
tution, under which a particular law has-been enacted or adopted, and which is its most
usual meaning, but I mean “the whole law of the state,” including the constitution and
all laws enacted, or being, under it; the only difference being that a constitution, while in
existence, is the fundamental law of the state, not alterable by its ordinary legislature; but
all other species of laws are. I know that some are of opinion that a resolution ex vi ter-
mini abolishes all laws, and throws the people into a state of nature, but this I can never
conceive to be the case (if it be in any country) in one where all the laws of every kind are
derived mediately or immediately from the authority of the people themselves, who never
have admitted, and I trust never will admit, that they hold any rights as mere appendages
of particular persons in power, which can alone, as I conceive, afford any foundation for
the opinion I am considering. If government be a mere trust for their benefit; if all its of-
ficers are their officers, and their authority of consequence but as originally sanctioned by
them; and if they think proper to choose a new mode, in which new laws are to be made
and all laws properly enforced, what reason can there be for saying that merely doing this
(which is simply the case of voluntary revolution) without doing or saying anything more,
is in fact doing more than this? that is to say, not merely providing a new government
for themselves, but actually abolishing all laws of every kind whatsoever which subsisted
under the old one.

A constitution is one thing, particular and repealable laws subsisting under the consti-
tution
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are another. Consequently, the former may be changed, and not the latter; and, as the
authority of the people is absolutely necessary to change the one, so it is also (in some
mode, whatever they may be) to change the other. The result of my observation (if I am
not mistaken in my principles) is, that the Revolution of 1776 did not totally abrogate all
laws subsisting before, but only such as became inconsistent with the new form of gov-
ernment assumed and the new constitution established. The common and statute laws of
Virginia, then, stood as follows: (1) Such parts of the common law as were unaltered by
any English statute at the first settlement of the country, applicable to the situation of the
people, and not altered by any subsequent act of the legislature of Virginia afterwards,
and were not inconsistent with the new constitution adopted. (2) Such parts of the statute
law of England, as were in force at the first settlement of the country, applicable to the sit-
uation of the people, and not unaltered by any subsequent act of the Virginia legislature,
together with the addition of all other acts, then in force, which were originally passed by
the Virginia” legislature itself; so far as the whole was applicable to the new situation of
the people, under the change of the government and the adoption of the constitution.

If these principles are right, it equally, or more strongly, follows that under the two
great subsequent changes, arising from the Articles of Confederation, and the present
constitution of the United States, no subsisting law was altered, but where it was plainly
inconsistent with the powers, in the particular cases, transferred to the government of the
United States. In order to illustrate this point, let us consider, in particular, the nature of
the change operated by the present constitution of the United States. By that constitution,
all legislative subjects were divided into two branches; one surrendered to the govern-
ment of the United States, one retained to the state. In some instances the authority of
both was a concurrent power (as in the instance of taxation, with a few exceptions); in
other instances the power of the general government I consider as exclusive, as in the
authority given “to establish uniform laws on the subject of bankruptcies, throughout the
United States.” The laws of the states, in regard to that share of legislative power retained
to themselves, after the adoption of the constitution, remained unaltered, and were only
alterable by the legislatures of the states themselves. Of this kind, for instance, is the law
of Virginia relative to a descent of lands. The legislature of the United States have no
power to alter the rules of descent of lands, nor can they be affected in any manner by
the government of the United States, unless by treaty, in some singular instances where
it may be fairly presumed certain regulations concerning them come within the legitimate
objects of a treaty. Abstracted from this exception, if any person, having a right to sue for
the recovery of lands in court, bring such a suit, he can only entitle himself to recover
under the laws of Virginia as they existed at the time when the suit was brought.

In regard to the share of legislative power exclusively surrendered to the United States
(which is the only part of it which concerns our present subject), the effect of this I take to
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have been (unless there was a manifest inconsistency in their continuing in being) that the
subsisting laws as to such subjects did not ipso facto cease; but that they would remain
as they then stood, until congress exercised its legislative authority. Of this kind, perhaps,
is the power as to bankrupt laws, which I before noticed. The moment that power is
exercised all state bankrupt laws cease; but until it is exercised it is at least questionable
whether they do not remain in being; though I presume no separate legislature of the
“United States had a right to pass a new law upon the subject. The law concerning bail is
perhaps of this nature. It is in no manner inconsistent, that I can perceive, with the change
of government; and therefore I should have been strongly inclined to think that congress
made no express reference to the laws of the different states as rules of decision, that until
they made a law concerning such subject the state law in relation to it would have been
in force. But I have no doubt that under the express reference, by the act of congress,
to the laws of the several states, as rules for our decision, fortified by the considerations
I have stated, the law, of Virginia, whatever it may be, concerning the requisition of bail
in actions of debt by the public upon penal statutes, is that by which we are bound to
decide on the present occasion.

The question then is, what is the law of Virginia upon that subject? The act of assem-
bly produced, being the latest law on the subject of bail by which we can be governed,
must be the guide in this instance, if this particular case is comprehended within its pro-
visions.

If it be not, then we must consider what is the law of Virginia regulating cases of this
description; whether it be a part of the common law, unaltered by any statutes, or a statute
law relative to this subject, originally passed in England, but by adoption forming a part
of the statute law of the commonwealth, or some particular act on the subject, passed in
Virginia itself, if any.

The first inquiry is, whether a case like the present is within the act of assembly con-
tended for at the bar, as the only rule of decision. Two objections are to be considered:
One insisted upon by counsel for the United States, that the Virginia act containing ex-
ceptions not applicable to the situation of the United States, the whole law is not applic-
able
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and, therefore, is not within the meaning of the act of congress. The other is an objection
suggested by the court, whether this act extends to suits by the commonwealth, or only to
suits at the instance of private persons.

As to the first. I do not think it a sufficient objection, because it in no respect changes
the principle of the application. If there be no case existing, or which can exist, under the
government of the United States of the nature of those constituting exceptions as to the
law in question, the exceptions stand, as to them, as if no such exceptions existed. If there
be a possibility of any case, under the government of the United States, of the nature of
the excepted cases, the law as to the exceptions will then prevail as to such cases under
the government of the United States as it does in the general, in cases not within the
exception; and, therefore, in every instance, either the general law as to bail, or the spe-
cial law as to the exceptions, will have the effect intended by either. As to the objection
taken by the court, and which came from myself, I am convinced on reflection it is of no
weight. It is a general rule in England, from whence our principles of law are generally
derived, that the king, who is the sole representative of the public there in all suits at law,
is not bound by any act of parliament, immediately affecting his rights, unless particularly
named. This, in some instances, may be grounded on mere prerogative, without any good
reason, so far as it respects the public. But in many instances that privilege exists for the
benefit of the public, and to prevent their sustaining an injury.

This may be exemplified as to the old doctrine ‘Nullum tempus occurrit regi.” So that
a general statute of limitations affecting lands was held not to extend to the king; because
the law presumed, from the variety of his public functions, that he could not have such
opportunities of knowing of encroachments upon his landed property, formerly of great
extent, as an individual could of encroachments upon his; and, of course, could not nat-
urally be expected to be as vigilant in bringing suits to redress himself. This was a case
wherein the public evidently had an interest as well as the king personally. A few years
afterwards a limitation was put upon this prerogative, which had been abused. To a cer-
tain degree I presume that this privilege belongs to this commonwealth, as the public of-
ficers, in the immense territory comprised within this commonwealth, cannot be expected
to have early or exact information of encroachments upon public rights. Other instances
might be shown in which the possession of such a privilege by the public may be deemed
proper. But, upon examining authorities, I find that though the rule I stated as in England
be a general one, it admits of many exceptions; and, indeed, the privilege seems to be
confined to cases where the king might otherwise be deprived of some personal or legal
right, and not to provisions of general law arising from principles of policy alone.

Upon the present occasion congress, by creating the penalty and notsuperadding any
new provision, by leaving it to be recovered at the option of the officer (which it expressly
does by general words having that operation in another place) by action of debt, leaves it
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to the usual fate of actions of debt for penalties whatever may be the consequences that
attend them. The words of the law being general, and there being no reason for excepting
the case of the public on account of any peculiar privilege to which this subject has no
relation, I conceive the act of assembly in question is that by which, under the general
reference by congress, we are to be governed on the present occasion. This opinion is
further strengthened by what was mentioned at the bar, that in common actions of debt
by the commonwealth this act has been uniformly considered as the guide in the state
courts. If the commonwealth is bound by the general words of the act in that case, no
reason can be given, that I can suggest, why the commonwealth is not equally bound by
the provisions of the act in every other case coming within its provisions. Even under the
English law as now in practice (however introduced), though special bail is required in
actions of debt for money upon a common contract, yet in actions of debt upon penal
statutes it is not; and the reason assigned shows that whatever construction is given in
favor of a defendant in the former case applies a fortiori to the latter. In 1 Bac. Abr. 210,
it is said: “On a penal statute the defendant is not held to bail, because the penalty on a
statute is in the nature of a fine or amercement, set on the party for an offence committed;
and, therefore, no person ought to suffer any inconvenience by reason of such law till he
is convicted of the offence.” For which he cites Yel. 53; Brownl. & G. 293.'

The act of assembly being thus established to be a rule of decision in the present case,
for the reasons I have given, the next inquiry is, what is its operation? Upon this there
can be no doubt A capias is to be taken out, served on the party, and returned executed,
but no bail to be required. I admit that if this act was only directory to the court, or to
the clerk, but not to the sheriff, he would be bound to obey the writ he received, accom-
panied with the directions given, if any, and could not be said to act illegally in requiring
bail, when under no injunction to the contrary. But the indorsement required by the act
is an indorsement of the true species of action, in order that the sheriff may himself see
whether bail was or was not requirable by the act. An indorsement as to the requisition
of bail or not, even by the court itself, unless in cases where they may have a discretion,
would not justify him in requiring bail where the act did not authorize it, because it would
be altogether extrajudicial.
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The indorsement in this instance, therefore (as was properly observed at the bar,) is only
an indorsement of a highly respectable official character, whose opinions justly deserve
very great deference, but are not conclusive. The greatest lawyers, even the greatest judges,
are liable sometimes to mistakes in opinion. Lord Mansfield has, at least on twenty oc-
casions, changed an opinion positively given. Lord Hardwicke has in some instances., So
have many other illustrious characters. The greatest abilities are indeed generally accom-
panied with the greatest candor, and a desire, uninfluenced by any former conviction or
prepossession, to do right under any circumstances whatever. The present instance was a
case attended with many novel and difficult circumstances. They have served to embar-
rass the consideration of the court itself, anxious in a new case to proceed upon principles
well examined and reflected upon.

The consequences of our decision cannot altogether be overlooked, because the nature
of these subjects, upon which penalties may be enacted by the legislature of the United
States, may reasonably require a different law from what prevails in cases under the law
itself. The latter may indeed operate upon foreigners, but in most cases it will operate, on
citizens and residents of the country, and whose escape from prosecution may, therefore,
be less apprehended. The penalties of the United States must from their nature as fre-
quently, if not more so, operate upon foreigners as well as citizens, upon men who having
no residence in the country, and having committed an offence, may avoid the penalty an-
nexed to it by speedily quitting the country. These are consequences which may probably
make a new law necessary. They are such as might well make the attorney for the United
States cautious how he advised against requiring bail, unless he had the sanction of the
court for such immunity. But they are consequences which cannot alter the construction
of the law, where the law is clear, as I think it is upon all the considerations I have stated,
though not perhaps obvious, upon a slight reflection. It may be lamented, in this case,
that a man guilty of a most daring violation of the peace of the country, and an inhuman
assault upon an innocent and meritorious officer, should escape punishment proportioned
to his offence. But no passion must mingle in the administration of justice. The law alone
ought ever to be, and I trust ever will be, the guide of our decision.

Upon the present occasion, we cannot give judgment against the defendant without
saying that the marshal had a right to require special bail from him upon both of the
precepts which were issued. But we are of opinion, for the reasons I have given, that he
had no right to require special bail upon one of them. The consequence of which is, that
there must be judgment for the defendant.

1 [Reported by Hon. Robert W. Hughes, District Judge, and here reprinted by per-
mission.]
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